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SUMMARY

Bookseller, who is highly energetic, outgoing, and detail-oriented. Handling multiple 
responsibilities simultaneously while providing exceptional customer service. Munitions 
Technician, who maintained a multi-million dollar stockpile of explosives for the United States Air 
Force. Handling multiple responsibilities, while maintaining military discipline and displaying 
leadership qualities.

SKILLS

Managing Skills, Maintenance Skills.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Munitions Systems Technician
ABC Corporation  2012 – November 2014 
 Processed shipments and maintained organized stock shelves.
 Attended 8 team meetings each month to voice concerns and offer constructive feedback to 

others.Built and maintained effective relationships with peers and upper management.
 Held each team member accountable for achieving performance goals.
 Exhibited high levels of organization and discipline.
 Routine training involving first aid, combat aid, and CPR.
 Stored, maintained, assembled, issued, tested and delivered assembled nonnuclear 

munitions.
 Effectively collaborated with fellow munitions departments and other on-base agencies to 

control inventory levels by conducting physical counts and reconciling results with the data 
storage system.

Munitions Systems Technician
Delta Corporation  2001 – 2004 
 Control Revitalized scheduling and accountability processes by streamlining 520 work orders.
 Headed unit scheduling operating instruction re-write, combining conventional and surety 

schedules, ensuring unit was compliant with regulations.
 Created rolling annual and quarterly schedules that were viewed at Maintenance Group 

weekly meetings, providing senior leadership with unit insight.
 Controlled WS3 maintenance operations by monitoring 40 emergency recodes in less than 12 

hours, ensuring storage and security of Priority Level 1 assets, valued at $600M.
 Simultaneously controlled Priority Level 1 movement and bed down of 48 deployed aircraft in 

less than 4 hours.
 Directed delivery of over 900 guided bombs, supporting 977 combat hours and 415 combat 

missions for Operations ODYSSEY DAWN and UNIFIED PROTECTOR, fortifying Libyas no-fly 
zone.

 Directed the evacuation of 295 personnel while working with local Explosive Ordinance 
Disposal unit to dispose of unsafe dynamite in under 30 minutes.

EDUCATION

MS
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